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LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER

As I reflect on 2021, I am full of gratitude to God for

an impactful year. It was indeed a lot of work, and

we made significant progress.

We had multiple projects running simultaneously.

Looking back, it is amazing to see how much time,

effort, and resources were committed to the work.

Your support made us reach over 33,517 youths

across 26 states in Nigeria through our Excellence

In Character and Academic Performance Program

(ECAP). This noble feat helped increase our total

direct reach to over 158, 036 youths.

We achieved a major milestone in implementing

our Teens/Youth Enterprise Support Program

(TYESP) for the first time. It was indeed a dream

come true to see 60 youths trained on basic tech

skills – Website Development, Social Media

Management and Graphics Design.

Through our School Infrastructure Development

Program (SIDP), 900 school desks were provided

for 18 secondary schools. We also built 10 toilets

for two public secondary schools.

We are deliberate about raising tomorrow’s

leaders, today and we are not resting on our oars.

As an organisation, we understand that the work

that lies ahead of us is more challenging. There are

over 10 million youths in secondary schools in

Nigeria and we have barely scratched the surface.

On behalf of our board of trustees and the

hundreds of thousands of children and youths we

serve, I would like to appreciate our individual

donors and corporate partners (Access Bank Plc/

and Nestle Nigeria Plc. for their consistent support

these years.

To our exceptional administrative team, and

zealous volunteers across the country, I’d say thank

you twice!

We look forward to a more impactful 2022!



2021 in numbers



About REVAMP Africa

REVAMP AFRICA is a registered youth-focused

non-profit organisation on a mission to

educate, equip and empower young people

for personal transformation and social impact.

We provide EDUCATION, LEADERSHIP and

ENTERPRISE development support for

children and youths.

Our interventions are designed to bridge the

leadership gap, reduce unemployment,

improve academics performance and

behaviour in young people.

At REVAMP Africa, we provide quality skills and

empower children, especially in public

secondary schools to make positive impact in

their communities, states, country, Africa and

the world.

Founded in 2016, REVAMP Africa (formerly

Project Revamp Africa) has facilitated

leadership and academic interventions in 77

secondary schools, across almost all 36

states in Nigeria and impacted over 158,036

youths in public secondary schools.

With a thriving community of over 4037

volunteers, our flagship programmes have

continued to make significant impact, as they

provide leadership, education, and

entrepreneurship development for children

and youths in NIgeria.

We are raising young leaders, who will

transform their communities, country, Africa

and the world.

Haven built a functional, but lean

organisational structure, our sustainability

model is driven by a vibrant volunteering

strategy, funding, and partnership from

individual and corporate partners.

Our impact programs have continued to scale

with partnerships from corporate

organisations such as Nestle Nigeria Plc., ,

Access Bank Plc., and individual partners.

At present, REVAMP Africa documents and

tells stories of our impact via our website and

social media platforms to drive participation

through volunteering, individual donations,

and crowdfunding.
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As long as lack of quality education, unemployment, poverty and 

bad leadership persist, none of us can truly rest. 

It does not take much to change a life.



2016 - 2021



Excellence in Character and 
Academic Performance (ECAP)

Our Excellence In Character and Academic Performance (ECAP)

is a high-impact Values and Leadership Programme through

which REVAMP Africa provide life/leadership skills teaching and

mentoring to equip underserved youths in public secondary

schools.

ECAP equips students with the tools and skills required to drive

improvement in their character, academic performance, inter-

relationship, and personal leadership.



PROJECT L.E.A.D.
True to our mission to educate, equip and empower young people, REVAMP Africa 

facilitated our Excellence In Character and Academic Performance Programme in public 

secondary schools across Nigeria. 



Our Excellence In Character and Academic Performance

Program was implemented through Project L.E..A.D., as a

Values, Leadership, and Financial Literacy Programme for

students in secondary schools in states across Nigeria.

In partnership with Access Bank Plc., over 30, 517

students from 37 schools across the country were

impacted by directly teaching the students over a 4-weeks

period. with an average of 4-hours contact hours.

Volunteer facilitators were from REVAMP Africa and

staff members of Access Bank Plc.





STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAM
Some participants from ProjectL.E.A.D were awarded scholarships worth N200,000 each to 

support their educational dreams.





We kicked off a partnership with Nestle Nigeria Plc. to

mentor and train 10,000 students in public secondary

schools across the country.

Through the initiative, REVAMP Africa team and members of

staff of Nestle Nigeria Plc. visited six secondary schools to

implement our high-impact Values and Leadership Program.

• Ilupeju Junior Secondary School, Lagos

• Ilupeju Senior Secondary School, Lagos

• Owode Junior High School, Sagamu

• Owode Senior High School, Sagamu

• Government Day Junior Secondary School, Abaji

• Government Day Senior Secondary, Abaji







School Infrastructure 

Development Program (SIDP)

Our School Infrastructure Development Programme (SIDP) is an

initiative through which we support schools in creating a more

conducive environment for children to learn.

Providing this solution reduces the hardship children experience

in learning, reducing dropping out of school, and improving on

their academic performance.



PROVIDING 

A MORE CONDUCIVE 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

In addition to our values and leadership programmes, our partnership with 

Nestle Nigeria Plc. helped provide 900 school desks in 18 secondary schools 

within 9 states of Nigeria in 2021. 





BEFORE AFTER

Imagine a school with a population of 

3,000 students without a functional toilet. 

Four functional toilets were built for Abayi 

Girl's Secondary School, Aba, Abia State 

with the support of Access Bank Plc.



Six functional toilets were built for 

Ikenegbu Girls Secondary School, Imo State 

with the support of Access Bank Plc.



Teens/Youth Enterprise Support 

Program (TYESP)

Our Teens and Youths Enterprise Support Program (TYESP) is a

platform that develops the capacity of these underserved

teenagers and youths, who cannot further their studies for

economic reasons through skills development.

Our initiative equips them with some technical, soft, and

business skills to enable them to become self-employed.
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The Teens and Youths Enterprise Support Programme (TYESP)

was a game-changer for me. I enrolled in Graphics Design and

Website Development training.

Few months after the training program, I teamed up with one of

my fellow participants. We started designing for clients and got

paid for it.

I started sourcing clients for website design. Today, I have

international clients I have helped revamp their websites or built

from the scratch. Thank you REVAMP Africa for the platform to

learn these skills and the post-training support.

Isaac Henshaw



The Teens and Youths Enterprise Support Programme

(TYESP) gave me a headstart on many things that others

would have paid a lot of money for.

Today, I handle graphics designs and photography in my

Church. I plan on starting my business after I graduate

from secondary school, as I am building my network

already. I also handle business social media pages now.

Segla Pentho



Volunteers Induction and 

Facilitators Preparatory Classes

At REVAMP Africa, we recognise that to achieve our mission, we

need the assistance, actively advocate engagement and

involvement of well-meaning volunteers.

Our footprints are in many cities and states around Nigeria. We

are delighted to work with devoted volunteers, who are willing to

make a difference in their world.

Our volunteers go through intensive screening, induction, and

facilitators' preparatory classes to ensure they are well-equipped

to train and mentor the beneficiaries.



At REVAMP Africa, our sustainability strategy is driven by

vibrant funding and partnership from individual and

corporate partners.

Our impact programmes have continued to scale and have

been tremendously successful.

This is made possible by funding partnerships and support

from corporate organisations and individual donors.

Thank you for making 2021 an IMPACTFUL year for us at

REVAMP Africa.

PARTNERSHIPS:





BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Adeyoyin Adesina CEO, Corona Schools Trust Council

Osita Onwudinjo HR Business Partner, Amazon Energy Group

Kehinde Asifor Texas Special Education Professional

Amarachi Chibundu Head: Legal & Claims, MEDLOG

Kelechi Anyalechi Founder, REVAMP Africa

Chizoba Ezirim Head, Strategy and Operations

Rosemary Osakwe Head, Programmes

Udunma Ikoro Head, Funding and Partnership

Anuoluwapo Onabajo Administration/Finance

Thelma Henshaw Administrative Assistant/Grant Writer

Victoria Ogbejiele Program Managament/Research

Moyo Adeoluwadotun Program Coordinator, Lagos State

Ify Okeke Program Coordinator, FCT Abuja

Olaoluwa Ogunsakin Program Coordinator, FCT Abuja

Chimdinma Osisanya Program Coordinator, Oyo State

Funmilayo Toyin Program Coordinator, Anambra State

Ifeanyi Egwim Program Coordinator, Plateau State

Anthony Onu Program Support, Rivers State

Solomon Okwuchukwu Program Support /Communication

Intern

Emmanuella Mbunabo TYESP Program Support Intern

David Sani Program Support, Kaduna

OUR TEAMCORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE



REVAMP Africa Foundation

17 Olutosin Ajayi Street, 

Ajao Estate, Lagos State, Nigeria www.revampafrica.org

info@revampafrica.org

+234 802 879 8748
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